IMPAIRED wound healing represents a common surgical complication after kidney transplantation. This problem seems to be affected by factors related to surgical technique, drugs, and patient/graft peculiarities.

PATIENTS AND METHODS

From January 2000 to December 2007, 369 consecutive kidney transplantations were performed in 126 females and 243 males. We evaluated the influence of the following factors on impaired wound healing: antirejection drugs, overweight and obesity, age, delayed graft function (DGF), postoperative lymphocele, and surgical technique for abdominal wall reconstruction. Among our transplanted population, there was a low incidence of diabetic patients (only 5 on insulin treatment before transplantation), so we chose to exclude them. Another 14 patients lost to follow-up were excluded from the study. The remaining 350 patients including 119 women and 231 men (age range 22 to 66 years) were divided into 2 groups based on the antirejection scheme: 218 patients were administered basiliximab, cyclosporine, and cortisone, versus 132 patients with basiliximab, tacrolimus, and cortisone. The dosages were similar for all patients. Considering patient and graft characteristics, we consider as overweight a body mass index (BMI) ≥28; patient ages were classified as under 50 years (n = 92), from 50 to 60 years (n = 153), and over 60 years (n = 105); DGF was assessed by the number of dialyses (≥ 4) and posttransplant days necessary to observe kidney functional recovery; also we considered presence of a persistent lymphocele. Considering the surgical technique, all procedures were performed through an extraperitoneal approach to the retroperitoneal space using a pararectal incision in the abdominal wall prolonged to the pubes, with dissection of the cutaneous, subcutaneous, and muscular/fascial layers. Two hundred eighteen surgical incisions were sutured in a single layer technique: muscular fascia and muscular layer were sewn all
together with two slowly absorbable half continuous sutures, with a suction drain in obese patients followed by a cutaneous layer with interrupted silk stitches. The other 132 surgical incisions were sutured with some changes: the muscular layer was sutured alone with two slowly absorbable continuous sutures and successively muscular fascia was sewn with interrupted stitches; the skin was sutured with interrupted absorbable introflexed stitches. We used the same suture materials in all patients. In agreement with our previous paper and with other authors, we classified the severity of wound complications. The patients with impaired healing were subdivided into two groups: partial closure of the wound, or superficial infection, or a dehiscence not surpassing the muscle fascia (first level of wound complication). The other group included patients with dehiscences involving the fascial and muscular planes and any wounds that required additional surgical closure, debridement, or repair (second level of wound complication).

RESULTS
Among 350 transplanted patients, we observed 54 (15.43%) with impaired healing of the surgical incision: namely 36 (10.29%) at the first level and 18 (5.14%) at the second level of wound complication. Considering the antirejection scheme, among 218 patients with cyclosporine therapy, 34 (9.71%) reported impaired wound healing: 22 with first level and 12 with second level complications. Among 132 patients treated with tacrolimus only 20 (5.71%) showed impaired wound healing: 14 patients with first level and 6 with second level complications.

Considering individual patient and graft peculiarities, among 54 wound complications we observed that a number of dialysis >4 and DGF were present in 17 patients (4.86%); 11 with first level and 6 with second level complications. Overweight was present in 26 patients (7.43%): 19 with first level and 7 with second level complication. Age under 50 years in 14 patients (4%), namely 11 with first level and 3 with second level complications; age between 50 and 60 years in 24 patients (6.86%), namely 15 with first level and 9 with second level complications; and age over 60 years in 16 patients (4.57%), namely 10 patients with first level and 6 with second level complications. Among 54 patients with this complication, 11 (3.14%) showed a postoperative lymphocele: 6 with the first level and 5 with the second level wound complication. Simultaneously considering more than 1 patient or graft peculiarity, among the 54 patients with wound complications, we observed DGF plus overweight in 10 patients—7 with first level complications and 3 patients with second level complications; DGF plus lymphocele in 5 patients—4 with first level and 1 with second level complications; overweight plus lymphocele in 4 patients—2 with first level and 2 with second level complications; DGF, overweight plus lymphocele in 2 patients with second level complications. Considering the surgical technique, 27/218 patients with standard suture layer reconstruction showed first level wound complications and 18 second level complications. Whereas among the last 132 patients with the modified suture layer technique, only first level complications were observed in 9 patients. Among 54 patients, only 6 patients with second level complication needed an operative procedure to resolve the problem.

DISCUSSION
Impaired healing of the surgical incision may more or less seriously influence patient outcome. This complication readily arises in kidney transplanted patients, always representing a dangerous risk. In a recent paper about this subject, the attention of the authors was focalized on antirejection drugs, the reconstructive surgical technique, and some patient and graft peculiarities as factors linked to impaired healing of the abdominal wall surgical incision. In the same paper, with a larger patient population, we did not observe a statistically relevant difference in the incidence of wound complications related to cyclosporine- versus tacrolimus-based immunosuppression. Recent studies in large population have demonstrated that transplantations performed in obese or overweight patients were linked to the development of numerous complications. Considering these factors linking to surgical wounds, the experiences of the authors are consistent with the literature. DGF strongly conditions healing of the surgical incision in the posttransplant period. In fact, we observed that DGF interested 36/54 patients with impaired healing of the surgical wound. In all patients with impaired healing of surgical incision, lymphocele was always associated with other risk factors and linked to a similar incidence of first and second level complications. Also in this series, age was not an additional risk factor for complications in the healing of surgical incision, confirming that our results are in contrast with those of other reports. When the deep layers suture technique was analyzed, muscles appeared not to be an excellent tissue to suture because they did not show good resistance. But in our opinion, muscle approximation guarantees a further protection to the transplanted kidney. In our series the approximation of muscle layers reduced the incidence and severity of wound complication: no patient with a second level wound complication underwent muscle layer approximation.

In conclusion, we considered cyclosporine and tacrolimus to have similar effects on healing of the surgical incision. By univariate analysis, the factors more related to wound complications were overweight and DGF. However, all patients developing a second level complication showed more risk factors. Patients with postoperative lymphoceles after kidney transplantation showed greater risk to develop impaired healing of the surgical incision, particularly when 2 or more risk factors were combined. In fact, in our experience postoperative lymphocele did not occur as unique risk factor but only became significant when associated with another one. Patients who did not undergo reconstruction of the muscle layer showed a greater incidence of surgical incision complications. Although we cannot assert that reconstruction of muscle layer was a protective factor, it certainly did not impair the surgical wound healing. We are performing a prospective study to under-
stand its true role to help the healing process of abdominal incisions.
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